Established Practice: Palestinian Exclusion
at the Dead Sea
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The Dead Sea, the lowest point on Earth, is one of the natural wonders of the
world. Rich in minerals and salt, the lake has attracted visitors for millennia,
and the economic value of its mineral riches has been important to both the
local Palestinian population and to every colonial power that has ruled the
area. Today, Israel exercises total control over the Dead Sea, the northern basin
of which lies in the occupied Palestinian territories. Israeli settlements and
international businesses, aided by state-funded initiatives, have established a
profitable tourism sector and extractive industries based on the Dead Sea’s
natural resources, while Palestinians remain effectively excluded from pursuing
such opportunities. Qumran National Park, private beach resorts, and the
cosmetics company AHAVA, among others, reap enormous profits from
settlements in the Dead Sea area, benefiting from Israel’s occupation and
unlawful policies and helping to drive a self-serving narrative of the area’s history.

THE DEAD SEA is one of the most renowned natural wonders of the world: the lowest place on
Earth, it is rich in unique minerals and salts. Tourists flock there to immerse themselves in its
medicinal waters and to take photos while floating in its hypersaline water. However, behind the
allure of the Dead Sea lies a misleading portrayal of the land. Since 1967, Israel has maintained
total control of the area, erasing the Green Line that effectively divides the lake into its northern
and southern basins, respectively located in what is now the occupied Palestinian territories (oPt)
and Israel.1 In doing so, Israel has unlawfully appropriated vast tracts of Palestinian land,
established illegal settlements, and implemented an array of restrictions on movement and
planning for Palestinians in the northern Dead Sea area. The lack of access to land has prevented
Palestinians from developing lucrative extractive and tourism industries, resulting in the loss
of an estimated $1.4 billion annually to the Palestinian economy.2 At the same time, international
and Israeli businesses have reaped enormous benefits from Israel’s total control of the Dead
Sea area.
This report examines the history of Palestinian exclusion from economic development in the
Dead Sea region, and how Israel’s occupation of Palestinian territory has entrenched both
Palestinian exclusion and Israeli and international exploitation of the area. The report highlights
the intertwined interests of the Israeli settlement enterprise and the Israeli extractive and tourism
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industries. Using the latter as an example, the paper emphasizes the responsibility of international
businesses to respect human rights in their operations, including their obligation not to support or
profit from Israel’s appropriation and exploitation of Palestinian land and resources in the Dead
Sea area.

Historical Context: Foreign Powers and Palestinian Exclusion
THE BATTLE FOR CONCESSIONS

Many early explorations of the Dead Sea area—and of what is still referred to as the Holy Land—
were influenced by what one scholar has termed “geo-pious” motivations, or a desire to retrace what
is considered biblical history.3 Colonial interests were never far behind,4 attracted by the prospect of
exploiting the area’s natural resources.
Indeed, the vast economic potential of this salt lake did not go unnoticed whether by the
Ottoman Empire, the British Mandate authorities, or the Zionist movement and, ultimately,
Israel.5 As early as 1888, the Ottoman Empire commissioned expeditions to begin exploring the
economic potential of the Dead Sea.6 Similarly, by 1890, the Zionists had set their sights on the
possibility of benefitting from the Dead Sea’s vast resources.7 In his book Altneuland, the founder
of the Zionist movement, Theodore Herzl, discussed the economic potential of the Dead Sea as a
vital component of his plans for the future Zionist state.8 In 1904, he commissioned a German
geological party to explore the Dead Sea for its economic potential.9 Two years later, their report
was shared with Moses Novomeysky, a Russian mining engineer who was at one time president of
the World Zionist Organization in Siberia, and who expressed interest in a concession from the
Ottoman Empire as early as 1907.10
Novomeysky later traveled to Palestine in 1911 to further explore the possibility of exploiting the
Dead Sea.11 Around the same time, the Ottoman authorities issued concessions to Ottoman subjects
for the extraction of bromine that were ultimately annulled.12 Although Novomeysky would not
return to Palestine until 1920, the Zionist movement “adopted the Dead Sea Concession as a
national project of the Jewish people.”13
These foreign parties, alongside Israel later on, often attempted to justify their control over
Palestine’s natural resources on the grounds that the native population was either incapable of
or had no interest in developing and monetizing them.14 Yet, as early as the mid-1700s, the
local Palestinian population had recognized the natural wealth of the Dead Sea and engaged
in small-scale salt farming on its shores.15 Palestinians also had more ambitious hopes to
develop the Dead Sea economy and indeed made plans to benefit from its riches.16
In 1913, Ibrahim Hazboun, a Palestinian from Bethlehem, began exploring the development
of a mineral extraction plant on the Dead Sea.17 Hazboun is reported to have expressed his
interest to the Ottoman governor at the time, but he was not awarded the concession.18
Instead, he was given a managerial position in the Ottoman transportation operations at the
Dead Sea, which served as a transport route during World War I.19 Hazboun’s family claimed
that he accepted the position based on the understanding that it would lead to a mineral
concession after the war.20 Hazboun later acquired the transport business, and repeatedly
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reiterated his interest in the concession to the British, but the British and the Zionists had their
own plans to exploit the Dead Sea.21
In 1918, the British commissioned a research team to survey the area, and quickly reported on
the potential for a “large and profitable industry in the Dead Sea,”22 emphasizing the large quantities
of potash and bromine available.23 The British were interested in securing their supply of potash, in
particular, as an alternative to near-total reliance on Germany for the mineral.24 At the same time,
the promise of the “Jewish national homeland” had already been elaborated, and in support, British
foreign secretary Arthur Balfour had clearly set out Britain’s intent to assist the Zionist movement
in establishing economic dominance in Palestine. This is reflected in statements attributed to Balfour
in 1919 noting that Zionists would be given preference, even over British interests, for developing
concessions in Palestine.25 Bolstering this support, the 1922 Mandate for Palestine expressly
outlined the special treatment reserved for the “Jewish population.”26
Meanwhile, despite financial difficulties, Hazboun continued to operate his transport
business based on the purported promise that he would be granted a salt concession after the
Mandate for Palestine was officially ratified.27 At the same time, Novomeysky was making
offers to purchase Hazboun’s business in what he called “a way to establish myself legally on
the Dead Sea.”28 Hazboun attempted to maintain his footing and continued to communicate
his demand for the concession. But with rising business debts, in 1921, the British Mandate
government urged Hazboun to accept Novomeysky’s offer.29
Enticed by the prospect of Zionist funding and keen to fulfill the promise of a Jewish
national homeland, the Colonial Office in London supported Novomeysky’s concession
application.30 Lord Melchett, a member of the House of Lords and the president of the
Economic Board of Palestine, reflected this support in a communication to Novomeysky:
“You will readily understand that the matter is of more than industrial significance. The
Dead Sea represents the only important mineral wealth of Palestine, and those of us who
are interested in establishing there a National Home for the Jews cannot contemplate with
equanimity the control of the passing into the hands of the American group, who are not
interested in the economical development of the country.”31 The Zionist Department of
Trade and Industry also endorsed Novomeysky’s application.32
In 1925, Britain’s Crown Agents office for the colonies formally solicited tenders for the Dead Sea
concession, allowing Novomeysky and others, including a British group, a U.S. industrial
consortium,33 and assignees of the Ottoman concession to submit tenders for consideration.34 It is
unclear whether Hazboun filed a formal tender at this time, as he was embroiled in bankruptcy
proceedings related to his business. However, the process paved the way for Novomeysky to
acquire the lease for the Dead Sea land and Hazboun’s transport business in 1925.35 Despite
London’s objections, most of which favored direct British control of Dead Sea resources,36
Novomeysky was officially granted the concession in 1930.37
Palestinians protested the British government’s decision, describing the concession to
Novomeysky as “robbery” and a “stolen treasure.”38 An official protest letter was delivered to the
British House of Lords by Haj Amin al-Husseini, the president of the Supreme Muslim Council
and the most prominent leader of the Palestinian national movement at the time. The letter
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affirmed that granting the concession to a Zionist was a “political weapon against the rights of Arabs
and their interests.”39 The Palestinians’ objections were ignored.
Novomeysky went on to establish Palestine Potash Ltd., headquartered in what is now the Israeli
settlement of Kalia, and began production in 1930.40 The company headquarters was destroyed
during the 1948 war, but a factory on the southern shores of the Dead Sea, known as Dead Sea
Works, remained.41 This concession, among others awarded to the Zionists in the early twentieth
century, proved to be a “significant pillar”42 of the future Jewish state, providing the Zionists the
political capital to further their settler-colonial aspirations.
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE POTASH INDUSTRY

Discussions on the regional development of the mineral extraction industry from the Dead Sea
were well underway when Hazboun and Novomeysky were vying for the concession. In 1922,
Dead Sea mineral extraction was central to the battle over the delimitation of the boundary
between Transjordan and Palestine, during which Zionist demands were given undue
consideration.43 After his successful concession bid, Novomeysky is reported to have reached an
agreement with King Abdullah I of Transjordan to extract minerals on a profit-sharing basis, both
men being convinced that such an industry was central to the region’s economic growth.44
It was not until 1956 that Jordan established its own mineral extraction company, the Arab
Potash Company (APC). In 1958, the Jordanian government granted APC an exclusive one
hundred-year concession for the exploitation of the Dead Sea (on the Jordanian side) for salts and
minerals.45 APC’s plant did not begin operations until 1982. Today, the mining industry plays a
significant role in the Jordanian economy.46 According to APC’s 2018 annual report, potash sales
surged to an all-time high of 2.44 million tons that year,47 reaping net profits of JD 124.9 million
(approximately $176 million), compared to JD 90 million (approximately $75 million) in 2017.48
In comparison, Israel Chemicals Ltd. (ICL), the parent company of Dead Sea Works and sixthlargest potash producer globally, registered profits of $5.55 million for 2018.49 According to ICL’s
annual report, its total potash production reached 4.9 million tons in 2018, of which 3.8 million
tons were produced inside Israel (the company produces potash elsewhere).50 While failing to
disclose how much of its revenue comes from the Dead Sea, ICL notes that there are practically
unlimited supplies of minerals in the Dead Sea and that Israel is one of nine countries in the
world that account for 94 percent of world’s natural potash reserves.51
Although outside of the scope of this paper, it should be noted that mineral and mud extraction,
alongside other practices by both Israeli and Jordanian government authorities and companies, has
contributed to the Dead Sea’s ecological degradation.52

Israel’s Occupation in 1967: Continued Economic Control and
Exploitation
By the time Israel occupied the West Bank in 1967, its economic interests in the Dead Sea area
were abundantly clear, and it quickly confiscated vast portions of land to secure the area.53 Through
a series of military orders, the Israeli authorities manipulated existing land codes to seize control of
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Palestinian land and the natural resources therein, including the entire northern Dead Sea
coastline.54 Specifically, state land declarations were used to acquire large swaths of land in the
Dead Sea area,55 including the shoreline that had been exposed by the shrinking of the lake.56
Within ten years of occupying the West Bank, the Israeli government had initiated the
establishment of nineteen settlements in the greater Jordan Valley region, including the Dead Sea
area.57 Israel continues to develop settlements around the Dead Sea in particular, allocating some
NIS 417 million (approximately $116 million) to settlement expansion there in 2018.58 Today there
are six settlements in the Dead Sea area—Mitzpe Shalem, Vered Jericho, Avnat, Beit Ha’arava,
Almog, and Kalia59— out of a total of thirty-seven settlements and outposts in the Jordan Valley.60
The six Dead Sea area settlements are primarily involved in exploiting Palestinian natural resources,
including via the extraction of raw materials, agriculture, and tourism.61
In addition to settlements, accompanying infrastructure, including settler-only roads,
checkpoints, roadblocks, closed military zones, and other constraints, severely hamper Palestinian
access to the Dead Sea area.62 This was exacerbated in 1993 with the signing of the Oslo Accords,
which designated most of the Dead Sea region as “Area C,” placing it under complete Israeli
control.63 As a result, Palestinians cannot construct or rehabilitate any structure absent a permit
from the Israeli Civil Administration, which is rarely if ever granted.64 These obstacles severely
limit, indeed, practically prohibit, Palestinian economic activity in the area.65
STIFLED MINERAL EXTRACTION: WEST BANK SALT COMPANY

The only Palestinian factory that operates on the shores of the Dead Sea is the West Bank Salt
Company, which faces an array of difficulties due to Israeli restrictions.66 Othman Hallak
established the factory in 1964 when the northern Dead Sea was still under Jordanian rule. After
Israel occupied the West Bank in 1967, it declared the area a closed military zone and demanded
the closure of the factory. Hallak resisted and filed court proceedings against the military orders,
which eventually allowed him to continue operations, implicitly conditioned upon noncompetition
with the Israeli extractive industry.67 As a result, despite having licenses from Israel for both mud
and mineral extraction from the Dead Sea area of the occupied West Bank, the West Bank Salt
Company only produces natural salt and exports a limited quantity of mud.68
The factory operates in a closed military zone and is located directly next to an Israeli military
installation. Consequently, the premises and workers are heavily monitored and subject to
random searches by the military. Due to its location in Area C, Israel has prohibited the factory
from expanding or upgrading its operations for over fifty years.69 In addition, Israeli restrictions
kept the factory from being connected to the electricity grid until 2010. Such restrictions have all
had a significant impact on the company’s production and profitability.70
A number of studies have estimated the potential value of the extractive industry to the
Palestinian economy. For example, a 2013 World Bank report dedicated to the economic
prospects of Area C noted that the “potential incremental value added to the Palestinian economy
from the production and sales of potash, bromine and magnesium has been conservatively
estimated at $918 million per year, or 9 percent of GDP [gross domestic product].”71 Similarly,
in 2015, the Jerusalem-based Applied Research Institute estimated that the development of the
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Dead Sea mining industry could produce an average $1,642 million per year or 12.9 percent of
Palestine’s GDP.72 Despite such economic potential, and because of its lack of access to the
Dead Sea, the Palestinian Authority has not included the extractive industry in its national
policy agenda.73
THE ISRAELI DEAD SEA TOURISM INDUSTRY

In addition to obstructing the Palestinian extractives sector, Israel has used its control over
the northern basin of the Dead Sea to establish a lucrative tourism industry and consolidate
Israel’s narrative regarding Palestinian land.74 In its 2013 report, the World Bank noted that
“Israel has been generating revenues from historical and nature tourism sites in the Dead Sea
area and around Jericho since 1976.”75 These revenues have likely increased over the past few
years, as Israel has seen record numbers of tourists entering the country. Nearly half of the
3.6 million76 tourists that visited Israel in 2017 went to the Dead Sea.77
Tourists regularly visit Qumran, the Dead Sea beach, and the AHAVA factory store,78 all
settlement sites established on occupied land that are often packaged together for tour groups.79
The sites, both jointly and individually, contribute to the Israeli national and settler economy,
while obscuring the character of Israel’s occupation and violations of international law.80
Conversely, due to Israeli restrictions throughout the oPt, tourism contributes to the Palestinian
economy only minimally,81 despite the commitment under Oslo II (the 1995 Israeli-Palestinian
Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip) to develop tourism in the Dead Sea
area, including via “Palestinian private projects as well as joint ventures in accordance with the
DOP” (Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Government Arrangements, or Oslo I).82
QUMRAN: WHOSE HISTORY?

The Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered in the caves of Qumran in 1947. Following the end of the
1967 war, when Israel occupied the West Bank, the Israel Nature and Parks Authority took over
the site. The Authority claims the caves were “settled by members of the Essene sect, the writers
of the Dead Sea Scrolls,”83 while the Israeli NGO Emek Shaveh asserts that “[t]here is no
unequivocal answer to the question of who were the [original] inhabitants of Qumran.”84 Be that
as it may, Israel has invested heavily in the area to establish the Qumran caves as a site of
uniquely Israeli Jewish heritage. In 2010, it launched a five-year national heritage sites project to
emphasize the “Jewish and Zionist history” of Israel,85 with $190 million allocated to the
development of Qumran and other sites in the occupied West Bank.86 Israel continued its
increased investment in parks in the West Bank, including Qumran, by allocating an additional
NIS 12.1 million (approximately USD 3.3 million) to such parks at the end of 2017.87
Israel’s seizure of Qumran has enabled it to excavate and remove Palestinian cultural property
from the site, in violation of its duties as an occupying power.88 Some of the artifacts removed can
be found in the Israel Museum.89 Accordingly, the Palestinian economy loses potential fees from
entry to Qumran,90 alongside those that could be gained from displaying artifacts in a Palestinian
museum.91 This sum is not insignificant; revenues from Qumran entry fees alone were estimated
at $2.05 million in 2011.92
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AHAVA

The settlement of Mitzpe Shalem, which was established in 1970 on land belonging to the
Palestinian Bedouin village of ‘Ayn Trayba,93 is home to the most prominent Dead Sea cosmetics
company, AHAVA Dead Sea Laboratories, Ltd. AHAVA was founded by the settlements of
Mitzpe Shalem and Kalia in 1988, and in 2004 the Israeli authorities gave it exclusive rights to
extract mud from the shores of the Dead Sea in the oPt.94 In addition to benefiting from this
illegal mining, AHAVA runs a visitor center and gift shop for tourists in Mitzpe Shalem.
In September 2016, a subsidiary of the Chinese holding company Fosun purchased majority
shares in AHAVA for approximately $80 million.95 At the time of the sale, media reports noted
that the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) movement might possibly have impacted the
company, referencing a 25 percent decrease in the number of employees between 2013 and
2015.96 By the end of 2018, however, Fosun had established a 100 percent equity interest in the
company and seen two years of positive growth.97 This was in part due to increasing sales revenue
inside Israel, which the company attributed to Chinese tourists.98 Fosun has further detailed its
targeting of the Asian market, and specifically China,99 with the aim of making AHAVA one of
China’s top-selling “luxury” brands.100
It should be noted that in April 2016, the Israeli Civil Administration claimed that AHAVA no
longer held the license for mud excavation.101 While it is unclear where AHAVA procures the mud
for its products, AHAVA continues to contribute to and benefit from Israel’s unlawful settlement
enterprise due to its production site and visitor center in Mitzpe Shalem.102
ENJOYING THE DEAD SEA: EXCLUSIONS APPLY

Israel’s full control of the Jordan Valley, and of the Dead Sea coast in particular, has been central
to its tourism sector. Kalia settlement’s eponymous beach alone attracts an estimated six hundred
thousand tourists annually,103 potentially bringing in close to $10 million a year in revenue.104
Palestinians, for their part, are prohibited from developing hotels and other tourism-related
infrastructure in the area, creating an estimated loss “of some $126 million per annum,”105
according to the World Bank. The entry fee schedule at Kalia Beach is another example of how
Palestinians are exploited. Kalia Beach charges an entry fee of NIS 59 (approximately $16) per
adult, and NIS 48 (approximately $13) for Israeli soldiers and veterans.106 Given that army service
is compulsory in Israel, meaning that nearly all Israelis are either current or former members of
the military, the fee schedule effectively means the beach can charge higher rates for Palestinians
than for Israelis.
Alongside discriminatory pricing, settlement beaches have tried to exclude Palestinian customers
altogether by denying them entry “mainly but not exclusively on weekends and Jewish holidays,” a
rule enforced by the Beit Ha’arava checkpoint that was established in 2007.107 During a court case
over the legality of this step, an Israeli brigade commander is reported to have stated, “The arrival
of Palestinians from the Territories to the beaches harms tourism and the economy of beach
owners. The district council contacted the defense ministry on this issue and that it why there is a
checkpoint at the Beit Ha’arava junction.”108 A petition, brought by the Association for Civil
Rights in Israel, demanded the removal of the checkpoint in 2009, but the court denied the action
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arguing that since the checkpoint was no longer used to prohibit the entry of Palestinians and served
only for “checking activities” at various times, the “essence of the petition” had been granted.109
Irrespective of the case’s outcome, tourism at Dead Sea beaches in the oPt provides financial
support to the maintenance of an unlawful and blatantly discriminatory business sector.
INTERNATIONAL TOURISM TO THE DEAD SEA

While each settlement site profits independently from Israel’s occupation, they also function
together to support and benefit from Israel’s tourism industry. For example, AHAVA and the
Dead Sea are both frequent stops for tour groups visiting Qumran. Many trips also include
Masada and begin in Tel Aviv, serving to blur the Green Line for naive tourists.110
Critically, online tourism companies advertise and facilitate reservations for such tours and for
properties in Israeli settlements.111 Viator and Expedia, among others, market tours to the Dead
Sea and Qumran,112 including those that stop at the “famous Ahava cosmetics shop.”113
As noted, settlement sites are also independently profitable and marketed. For example,
Booking.com, Travelocity, Expedia, and Tripadvisor all advertise Kalia Kibbutz Hotel,
alongside other settlement properties.114 Booking.com describes the location of Kalia Kibbutz
Hotel as an “Israeli Settlement.”115 On the other hand, Travelocity, Expedia, and Tripadvisor,
cite the location as “Palestinian Territories” or “Kal[i]a,” but do not indicate that it is an Israeli
settlement.116 While it is unclear how each site determines the definition of its locations, as will be
discussed below, the varying designations do not alter the companies’ responsibilities pursuant to
international law.117
Beyond tourism operators, other business enterprises also bolster Israeli settlement sites. For
example, stores in the United States and other countries that sell AHAVA products not only
generate profits for the company but also provide continued brand exposure and legitimization.
As noted in an interview by the Fosun group’s director in 2016,118 this likely translates into
purchases by tourists visiting Israel/Palestine. Other business enterprises may serve to provide
guidance and expertise for the settlement tourism sector. For example, the Israeli Ministry of
Tourism, along with other government partners, initiated the “Dead Sea Valley Tourism
Complex” to make the Dead Sea an “international attraction for international elite tourism.”119
Although the complex itself will be developed inside the Green Line, the project will be reliant on,
and indeed advertise sites in, the Dead Sea areas that lie within the oPt.120 Notably, Deloitte
(London) prepared the strategic plan for the complex.121

Business Obligations under International Law
Businesses connected to Israel’s settlement tourism sector are not only obscuring the reality of
Israel’s occupation, but are also violating their responsibilities under international law. Indeed, it is
incumbent on both state and non-state actors to respect international law, and both may be held
criminally liable for violations. These obligations and responsibilities exist irrespective of the
domestic laws in force in a country. In the case at hand, Israel’s legalization of settlements does
not impact their unlawful nature under international law.
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Accordingly, business enterprises operating in or with settlements and/or in coordination with the
Israeli occupying authorities in the oPt must respect international human rights law, international
humanitarian law, and international criminal law.122 As noted in the United Nations (UN)
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, the responsibility to protect human rights
requires that businesses “seek to prevent or mitigate adverse human rights impacts that are
directly linked to their operations, products, or services by their business relationships, even if
they have not contributed to those impacts.”123 Businesses must ensure that they are not involved
in gross human rights abuses and should treat such risk as a legal compliance issue.124 In
conducting their due diligence, businesses should also recognize the international consensus on
the illegality of Israeli settlements in the oPt as well as Israeli policies that violate the right of
Palestinians to “permanent sovereignty over their natural wealth and resources.”125 International
crimes, such as the transfer of settlers into the occupied territory, the extensive destruction and
appropriation of property, and pillage,126 have all been alleged to have occurred in the oPt,
including in connection with businesses operating in settlements.127 These and other Israeli
policies and practices have a broad impact on the individual and communal rights of Palestinians
in the oPt, including obstructing the right to self-determination, the right of peoples to freely
dispose of their natural wealth and resources,128 the right to freedom of movement,129 the right to
development,130 and the right to an adequate standard of living,131 among others.
Importantly, the UN is mandated to establish a database132 of all businesses that have “directly
and indirectly, enabled, facilitated and profited from the construction and growth of the
settlements.”133 While businesses with a direct presence in settlements, such as AHAVA, have an
immediate connection to violations of international law, tourism companies and others based
outside Israel and the oPt may also contribute to adverse human rights impacts due to their
business relationships.134 For example, the aforementioned travel sites, such as Booking.com,
provide a service for marketing and reserving settlement properties,135 creating a veneer of
legitimacy as well as profits for businesses that are in effect operating unlawfully; accurately
distinguishing these properties as being in an Israeli settlement does not diminish their unlawful
presence or the company’s legal responsibilities.
It should be further noted that tourism companies catering to foreign tourists also have an
obligation to adhere to the domestic laws in the countries in which they operate when in
conformity to international law. Because states at large do not recognize Israel’s sovereignty over
the oPt, settlement locations cannot be labeled as “Israel.” This was highlighted in 2008 when the
British Advertising Standards Authority affirmed that the Israeli Ministry of Tourism misled
consumers by placing a picture of Qumran under the heading “Israel.”136
In sum, such business activities, whether resulting from a business enterprise’s direct presence or
as an entity in its value chain, are conducted at the expense of the Palestinian people and
economy.137
*****
Throughout Palestine’s colonial history, Palestinians have been systematically excluded from
freely enjoying and benefitting from the wonders of the Dead Sea. This exclusion is now perhaps
at its most severe juncture, with Israel exercising full control over the resource. Key to this
situation of exclusion and adverse impacts on the rights of Palestinians today are businesses that
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use and exploit Palestinian land and other resources; participate in a system that discriminates
against Palestinians, including via access restrictions; and facilitate the transfer of Israeli
settlers into the oPt. At the same time, countless tourists flock to the Dead Sea in the oPt,
visiting Qumran, AHAVA, and the coast itself, unaware of or indifferent to the situation faced
by Palestinians due to such settlement sites and Israel’s occupation.
Given the reliance of these businesses on tourists, and in the case of AHAVA, foreign markets at
large, third states could take measures to limit and help end the adverse impacts on Palestinians
caused by Israel’s unlawful policies and the businesses that benefit from and support them. Such
measures would be in line with states’ legal obligations under international law, as detailed in UN
Security Council Resolution 2334 (2016), which requires states to “distinguish in their relevant
dealings between the territory of the State of Israel and the territories it occupied since 1967.”138
This may include adopting legislation to ensure that businesses neither directly nor indirectly
contribute to the Israeli settlement enterprise. It may also necessitate warning multinational
businesses of the potential for legal liability, reputational risks, and other consequences for
engaging with settlements, and businesses therein. Such risks have been underscored in
international campaigns against AHAVA and settler tourism.139
While these initiatives have raised awareness and may potentially impact the behavior of
companies, an environment of impunity persists. What will remain of the precious resources of
the Dead Sea for Palestinians to enjoy and use when foreign rule over Palestine comes to an end
remains in question.
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